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Given the highly unusual circumstances we all find ourselves in I’m going to 
deviate a bit from previous newsletters and focus on several topics that are 
very relevant to help people navigate and make the best of difficult and 
challenging times. 
 

A presentation focusing on creating an extraordinary partnership 
Many people find themselves cooped up at home and it would serve us well if 
we make thoughtful decisions about how we spend our time. I’ve recently 
completed an on-line video presentation about connecting with dogs and 
encourage you to spend quality time watching this presentation. I firmly 
believe that dog lovers will fine this information will be of great interest and of 
significant value. What better time than now to focus on creating an 
extraordinary partnership between man and dog emanating from mutual 
devotion and enhancing the quality of life shared together. 
 
For Video Presentation Limited time 20% Discount  Click Here 

For additional information on my website  Click Here 

For testimonials  Click Here 

 
HeartMath 

 The heart of wellbeing transforming our inner landscape 

Stress is on the front burner and we all need to address and manage present 
changes and what lies ahead. I’d like to introduce HeartMath which has been 
developed (science based research) to assist people with managing their 
emotions and reducing stress. HeartMath can empower you to reduce your 
stress and anxiety and learn techniques to purposely engage the heart to calm 
your overactive mind and nervous system. HeartMath has many additional 
benefits that can significantly support our wellbeing but I’m focusing on the 
helping folks with coping skills that are needed right now. Managing stress, 
quieting our minds and to thinking clearly to make good decisions. I am a   
certified HeartMath coach and can teach HeartMath to individuals and small 
groups. 
To schedule a HeartMath consultation Limited time 20% Discount  click Here 
 
It’s extremely beneficial to develop a steady calm inner state. To be 
comfortable in not always doing but rather being and look forward to stillness 
and quiet. There is peace within and it’s always available and accessible. Please 
consider learning to be still, get out of your head and into your heart. That will 
change everything. Think with your heart see with your heart and feel with 
your heart. Come to know the heart of being! Dogs are already there just be 
more like a dog!!  
 
Sharing our lives with dogs.  
If you don’t have a dog and you’re thinking of getting one this may be the 
opportune time. If you have one please consider getting another!! I have been 
adopting out dogs for 12 years and I have never seen so many people looking 
to add a dog to their family. Great time for some lucky pooches and their new 
families!! There will be some good things that come from this major 
disruptions in people’s lives. This may be one!!! 
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RESOURCES FOR A STRESSFULL TIME 

HAVE A HEART TO HEART 
WITH YOUR DOG 

 

 

 

LOOK BEHIND AND I AM 
FILLED WITH GRATITUDE. 

LOOKING FORWARD I AM 
FILLED WITH VISION. 

LOOKING UPWARD I AM 
FILLED WITH STRENGTH. 

LOOKING WITHIN I 
DISCOVER PEACE. 

 

    NEW BOOK FOR 2019 
DOG IS LOVE BY CLIVE 
D.L. WYNNE 
INTERESTING BOOK 
WORTH READING! 
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https://canineconnectionwithheart.com/store-
https://canineconnectionwithheart.com/
https://canineconnectionwithheart.com/testimonials
https://canineconnectionwithheart.com/scheduling-
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Look deep into the heart of a dog and you will find your own. 

     References that may be of interest. 

 

How Dogs Love Us.      The Genius of Dogs                      Chaser                       Dog Sense          Dog is Love 

Gregory Berns                Brian Hare Vanessa Woods          John W. Pilley          John Bradshaw   Clive D. L. Wynne 

 

Resources and Information 

My new business is called  

Canine Connection with Heart 

https://canineconnectionwithheart.com 

HeartMath 

https://canineconnectionwithheart.com/heartmath 

I’m a certified HeartMath Coach 

 

 

To learn more about HeartMath here are some great resources 

There are many good videos on YouTube about HeartMath 

      Great e-book which explains what HeartMath is and how and why it works. 

https://www.heartmath.org/research/science-of-the-heart/ 

https://www.heartmath.org 
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